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Android vs apple meme funny

Coke or Pepsi. Marvel or DC. Ketchup or mustard. Each of these debates evokes passionate feelings and even more entertaining reactions. The latest - and perhaps most heated - brand controversy to enter the public consciousness is Samsung versus Apple, humorously captured via Android versus iPhone memes. Android puns poke fun at their pixilated camera fights and
bootleg emojis, while Apple jokes include memes about autocorrect, cracked screens, and its status as a luxury brand. For every phone user, these iPhone vs Android jokes provide a cheerful and accessible form of content. If, of course, you're still running around with Nokia, in which case your next and last call should be a 911. Photo: Ryanne Lai Here at android authority we are
about much more than just smartphones, tablets and other weird gadgets. Behind the Android scene is the whole culture; one that people tend to be very loud about. And if we can't express our love for Android personally, we'll do it online. There are lots of memes and other fun content out there. Our goal is to make our favorites and put them in this post for your viewing pleasure.
Just keep in mind these are not intended to attack anyone or take sides, they are just images that should bring a smile or two to your face. Let's have some fun! It happens to the best of us. Then you pull out the phone a second time and... don't forget to check the time again. Do we have any fans from Dragon Ball? Then there are the Star Trek fans! Aaaaaand of course. Star
Wars.This is popular. He never gets old... if you are still not using your Blackberry. These pictures got very popular for a while. It's the ultimate battle: Android vs iOS. And it's not going to end anytime soon. In fact, most Android memes are somehow related to Apple, too. Leonardo DiCaprio agrees. But it's not just a question of price, is it? It's all about what you can do with your
phone, and Android users certainly like to brag that Android has more features and uses them much earlier than Apple smartphone owners. It really doesn't apply anymore, but we all remember the days of Flash. We also like to make fun of any problems apple devices encounter. And we'll never forget them. Do you remember #bendgate? When Apple finally made the iPhone
bigger... by just prolonging it. It was after swearing for years that their 4-inch screens were perfect. Now they have huge screens iPhone 6+. Apple Maps. I'm sure you've impressed us! Then there are the others who defended BlackBerry OS (the company now makes Android phones) and Windows Phone (miserably failed). But we try to be fair and recognize problems in the
Android community. After all, it's all about fun. This isn't really a meme, but definitely the hell out of us for years. All this talk of fragmentation has gone mad on me! Do we have to say anything about the next one? Oh, and there are great videos too! Remember those Sh*t Apple fanatics say videos? I keep looking at them on gloomy days just to cheer it up. Prohibited ads have been
Genius! What is your favorite Android-related meme? Do you have any funny Android-related memes or themes? Share in the comments! Also, let us know which one is your favorite. Updated with the latest 2020 summer iOs 14 release memes: recently Apple announced the release of the new IOs 14. The version includes features such as image in picture mode, app clips, and
home widgets. Android user reaction is hilarious because Android has had these features for years! Memes have become an important part of our daily lives. Every morning we pull out our phones and go through them and see a lot of memes. Life without memes is quite hard to imagine today. One of the most popular in the trending section is iPhone vs Android memes. The war
between the respective users began years ago and has now taken on a new form. Memes are a source of laughter rather than a friend's joke because they are so relatable to almost everyone. Most memes are based on dark humor and bring the most embarrassing situations in the most sarcastic and humorous ways. Here are 30 top memes that make you break up like crazy.
Android and iPhone users have always been in the fight and these memes will fuel this argument between two users. These memes are the ultimate source of entertainment for the following users. These memes are 100% relatable and make you laugh until your belly hurts. These include wild comebacks produced in a very cheerful way and are relatable to every phone user if you
are an old soul and still use your phone. These memes will channel all your inner hatred towards the respective user, but at the same time allow you to express your love for the phone. Continue reading: Best fake AIRPODS in 2020 Reviewed Latest iPhone iOs 14 version vs android memes After the next-gen iOS was previewed on WWDC, android users responded with hilarious
android memes. WoahTech have selected the best ones below. Android says: pic.twitter.com/I4xHMXnEoW- ووواو  (@_a_isha) June 22, 2020 Top 30 Funniest iPhone vs Android Memes To Make You Laugh This dispute between brands has been going on for some time now and users are insulting each other in the form of memes. These memes provide hilarious content for
every phone user because they are relatable for every phone user alive. Most memes are based on the not so good features of any phone. Since both phones are very popular and have many people using them, that's what makes it so relatable. Most memes are based on the different functions of each phone. Apple vs Android Camera: The Ultimate Meme Topic Pixilated camera
on Android phones and bootleg emoji is a major struggle for Android users. Because with Apple users, funny words generated by autocorection and frequent cracks on the screen are quite common. These features, in fact, are the reason for the hilarious and relatable content and further channelizes the argument in another humorous way. Teh The war between Android and
iPhone users has taken a new turn due to these memes. Due to relatable content, these memes have gained popularity to a very drastic extent. Although memes are supposed to go viral, these memes continue to surface over and over again due to its very relatable content. These memes never grow old as the merry war between the two respective users continues and will
continue until some other technology or company takes over. These memes caught people's attention in no time and never manage to surface again and again in the world of memes. More relatable Android vs iPhone Memes In the meme world, top brands always compete with others like Coke vs Pepsi, XBOX vs PlayStation, but this pair has never failed to disappoint us in any
way. The sarcastic ways that create humor to the next level are incredible. They are also a source of that, causing a heated debate between the two respective users. They are the reason to provoke more different debates with other brands. These memes are evergreen because they are the most popular brand disputes ever heard and insult each other in a hilarious way, as is
often a great way to soften but at the same time warm up the argument. This meme war will continue forever and continue to make the world laugh. The amount of laughter generated by people with this meme is nothing compared to other memes. This meme was created by a kind of revolution in the world of memes. Android and iPhone users like to throw some sarcastic notes
at each other through these memes. They love each other's humor with the help of these memes. The way these memes create miracles is not like the others. They make so many people laugh hard and keep doing it until today. The power of memes is enormous. The impact it has on the world is also enormous. Almost the whole world is under its spell and can also be a source of
information. Most of the time, the first thing that pop on social media is always a meme. That's the impact memes have created on us. They've become part of your life in such a short period of time that we can't live without them now. Now it's like we can't function without them. The content in the memes is minimal and so accurate that they will connect with us in no time. Relatable
content that is very minimal makes it easier for us to communicate. Memes are now a huge part of our lives, especially when it comes to memes that are related to brand disputes like Android and Apple. Memes that include all the major brand disputes are the juiciest ones. They sting, but they're hilarious at the same time. They give out juicy content in a very funny way. If you
want the ultimate wild comebacks for someone, good memes are exactly what you need. They are a great source of entertainment and are also easily accessible. Sometimes they are also used for trolling, but most of the time they are just made only for pure fun and humor. Final words Many times Android users are the ones that are trolled, and Apple is considered more excellent
brand almost everywhere. Therefore, to express their love, Android users express it through memes. Since memes are super popular, many other people with the same ideas share with others and similar content is further created. To put up a good fight, iPhone users also post memes to declare their superiority and again similar content is shared and further created. This cycle
goes on and on, and more memes are generated in the process that continues this war between two types of users. Recommended image credit
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